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Isabel, Kevin and Ian Maxwell, siblings of Ghislaine Maxwell, leave the court after closing 

arguments concluded in their sister's trial. 

J effrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell occupied the highest reaches of society, hobnobbing with royalty and world leaders while 

hopscotching the globe on Epstein's private jets. 

Maxwell's sex-trafficking trial last December, which resulted in her conviction on five of six counts, showed how the pair used their 

money, power and vast global connections to recruit, groom and sexually abuse girls across multiple continents. 

But the full scope of how they built their wealth remains a mystery. Epstein's death in federal custody in August 2019 may have closed 

the door on a complete accounting of his riches - especially since the beneficiaries of his inheritance remain a secret - but Ghislaine 

Maxwell's trial offered a glimpse into how she and Epstein operated, using offshore companies to build, disguise and conceal their 

wealth. 

Maxwell's family has long been dogged by scandal since the mysterious 1991 drowning of Ghislaine's father, British media mogul Robert 

Maxwell, who was subsequently accused of stealing more than $1 billion from his own companies and their pension funds. For decades 

after his death, questions lingered over where the money went. While Ghislaine may be the first of her infamous family to be convicted 

as a criminal, hers is just the latest flashpoint in a long list of troubling legal and financial conflicts involving her family and siblings. 













Prosecutors in the case against Ghislaine Maxwell released an array of photos of Jeffrey Epstein and Maxwell, underscoring their close 

relationship. 

Ghislaine's use of shell companies and her shifting declarations about her true net worth may follow the Maxwell family pattern for good 

reason. Her finances, like her father's and her brothers - Kevin and Ian - have frequently been tied to one man: British solicitor 

Malcolm Grum bridge, who was fined and agreed to leave the legal profession in December 2020 after reaching a settlement with U.K.'s 

Solicitors Regulation Authority in which he admitted to years of "reckless" conduct. Grumbridge also appeared in Epstein's black book of 

contacts. 

In an interview with the Herald and OCCRP, Grumbridge stated that he met Epstein once, but never worked for him. Grum bridge said he 

worked for Robert Maxwell starting in 1976, the year Grum bridge entered the legal profession, until Maxwell's death, and continued to 

handle financial and property affairs for the Maxwell brothers and Ghislaine Maxwell until 2020. He declined to discuss business 

specifics, citing client confidentiality. 

Grum bridge is named repeatedly in the Jersey files as representing the activities of Kevin and Ian Maxwell and helped in setting up and 

overseeing companies on behalf of the brothers. Grumbridge said he never worked for La Hougue directly and never had contact with 

its owner, John Dick. 

Grum bridge, along with La Hougue agent George Devlin, facilitated many of the Maxwells' stock transactions that ran through the trust 

from 1999 to at least 2001. (Devlin, now deceased, was a well-known British private investigator and legal consultant involved in 

defending a member of the "Guinness Four," a major 1980s stock- manipulation scandal in the UK.) 

While Ian Maxwell said he did not recall La Hougue, he added, "We did have dealings with the late George Devlin, mainly involving loans, 

but have no recollection of specific details." He would not comment further on the nature of the loans, but Grumbridge described a 

process by which stocks of companies would be posted as collateral in exchange for the loans. He declined to explain the purpose of the 

loans or whether it might be a method for profiting off private shares sales, while avoiding tax, citing client privilege and confidentiality. 

Some loans went unpaid and, in multiple correspondences, Devlin can be seen chasing the Maxwells to repay debt, as well as 

threatening bankruptcy proceedings. 

Other times, the Maxwells' accounts show large ballooning negative balances at the same time it appears Kevin Maxwell was trying to 

dodge creditors. "It is not normal for accounts at any financial institution, anywhere, to be allowed to run into debt like that for months 

or years at a time," said Dukes, the forensic accountant. 

Grum bridge also was connected to Ghislaine's financial and property affairs ahead of her trial, including the London home where 

Ghislaine and Prince Andrew were photographed with Virginia Giuffre, who accused the prince of sexually assaulting her before they 

settled earlier this year for a reported $12 million. Ghislaine's defense team planned to call Grumbridge to testify about that property, 

but Grumbridge said he was never contacted by Ghislaine's lawyers and played no part in the trial. 

Grum bridge declined to comment on the nature of his legal work for Ghislaine or other members of the Maxwell family, but confirmed 

he had relationships with partners at Macalvins, the accounting firm that compiled Ghislaine's financial-condition report. Macalvins was 

tapped soon after Ghislaine's arrest to document her wealth, according to the Times of London, because "it already had background 

knowledge of her finances." 

Even before the the expiration of Kevin's eight-year ban from running companies in the UK, Grum bridge set up a real estate company 

for Kevin Maxwell in 2019. 

In Grumbridge's 2020 settlement, UK regulators specifically noted how he had acted for "two brothers simultaneously with one file and 

one client ledger," without identifying the brothers. Asked whether Kevin and Ian were these brothers, Grum bridge said he could not 

discuss any regulatory matters, but said, "I do not know of any other brothers." 

While the extent of the Maxwell family's byzantine financial world may never be fully exposed, when viewed alongside Ghislaine's 

Maxwell's finances in her sex-trafficking trial, the Maxwell papers show a decades-long modus operandi of financial deception. 
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From left to right, Ghislaine Maxwell siblings Christine Maxwell, Isabel Maxwell, president 

emeritus of Cyren Ltd., and Kevin Maxwell leave federal court on Dec. 29, 2021, in New York 

City. 

Ghislaine and her siblings came together one last time before she was convicted. In the days before her guilty verdict, her brothers, 

Kevin and Ian, along with her twin sisters, Isabel and Christine, linked arms outside the U.S. courthouse, in a public show of support for 

their youngest sister, before walking inside. A jury found Ghislaine guilty in December on five of six counts, including sexual trafficking of 

a minor. She is scheduled to be sentenced June 28, facing the possibility of spending the rest of her life in prison. 

The La Hougue files were first reported on by New Zealand investigative journalist Nicky Hager, who generously shared them for this 

story. 




